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The MAN PerformanceLine Edition.
The new exclusive MAN TGX D38.



The new generation of MAN TGX Trucks – presented in an exclusive 
special edition. The new MAN TGX PerformanceLine Edition is a real highlight. 
Top-of-the-range trucks available in a multitude of vehicle variants – all with
a first-class 471 kW (640 hp) engine – with a look that impresses and a 
performance that fascinates. Don‘t miss out on this limited-edition special model.

A great show, lots of talent.
The new MAN TGX goes that bit further when it comes to 
efficiency and performance. It‘s all down to the many new 
developments in the driveline, the powerful and high-torque 
MAN D38 engines, a whole host of new comfort functions 
and improvements in safety, appearance and operation. 
We have combined all these new features for you in a 
single truck: the new, exclusive MAN PerformanceLine 
Edition. The new 471 kW (640 hp) flagship of the road 
exudes class: On the outside, the mirror covers painted in 
anthracite, the radiator protection and the „Performance-
Line“ badge on the doors provide subtle accentuations. 
Other features include two compressed-air horns, the outer 
sunblind and the chrome fittings on the bumper. To keep 
you even safer on the road, the special edition also comes 
with the Light & Visibility Basic safety package including 
LED daytime driving lights. We recommend MAN Steel Blue 
Metallic for the exterior paintwork to match the attractive 
design of the PerformanceLine interior.

Top comfort included.
The interior also has plenty to offer: The standard equip-
ment includes air-sprung, heated comfort seats with 
lumbar support, and the driver‘s seat has climate control. 
The leather-Alcantara seat covers have blue seat belts and 
contrast seams. 

The dynamic MAN lion is embossed on the headrests and 
appears as a blue contour on the graphite underside of 
the bunk. Other visual highlights include the multi-function 
leather steering wheel with blue contrast seams, blue cur-
tains, black carpeting with blue contrast seams and black 
luggage nets. 

One special detail is the brushed-aluminium decorative trim 
in the special „dark blue“ version with the „Performance-
Line“ badge. This logo also appears on the start screen 
of the new MAN Media Truck Navigation infotainment 
system. This version of the infotainment system has special 
truck navigation, the new „Twin Pairing“ function (enabling 
connection of two mobile phones at the same time), an 
outstanding sound system including six 20-watt loudspeak-
ers and a large 50-watt subwoofer that has been optimised 
for the MAN PerformanceLine Edition cab.

You will also receive a high-quality keyring with consecutive 
numbering plus an elegant leather handover folder with 
blue seams and embossed with „PerformanceLine“.

Get an added extra when you opt for a MAN Performance-
Line Edition model: we are offering you an experience 
weekend for two at a truck racing event with tickets, an 
overnight stay in a hotel and an exclusive accompanying 
programme.

We also recommend combining the MAN PerformanceLine 
Edition with the MAN style package:
n High-gloss polished front and side bars with in-built 
 LED accent lighting
n Large roof truss for four halogen high-beam headlights 
n Polished wheel covers on the aluminium wheels
n Door extension

Your MAN partner will be happy to give you details of the 
equipment and conditions.

*Not available in all countries

Exclusivity meets performance.

  Some of the equipment shown in this brochure is not included as standard.

The MAN TGX PerformanceLine Edition.


